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By Fred E. Welck and Robert C. Platt
SUt_I_[AI_Y
An investigation was made in the N.A.C.A, 7 by i0
foot wind tunnel to find the increase in maximum lift co-
efficient which could be obtained by providing a model
wing with both a Fowler trailing-edge extension flap and
a Handley Page type leading-edge slot. A conventional
Handley Page slot proportioned to operate on the Dlain
wing without a flap gave but a slight increase with the
flap; so a special form of slot was developed to work more
effectively with the flap. Uith the best combined arrange-
merit the maximum lift coefficient based on the original
area was increased from 3.17, for the Fowler wing, to 3.62.
The minimum drag coefficient with both devices retracted
was increased in approximately the same proportion. Tests
were also made with the special-type slot on the plain
wing without the flap. The special slot, used either with
or without the Fowler flap, gave definitely higher values
of the maximum lift coefficient than the slots of conven-
tional form, with an increase of the same order in the
minimum drag coefficient.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the present investigation was to de-
termine the maximum lift coefficient obtainable by com-
bining the best retractable trailing-edge and leading-
edge devices found to date in the general wind-tunnel in-
vestigation of high-llft devices now being carried on by
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. The re-
tractable devices that have given the largest increases
in lift are the Fowler slottcd extension flap (reference
l) and the Handloy Page leading-edge slot (reference 2).
The first step of the present investigation was to
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test an airfoil based on the Clark Y section, incorporat-
ing the Fowler flap and Handley Page slot, in the optimum
arrangement separately determined for each (references 1
and 2). The maximum lift coefficient obtained with this
combination was only slightly higher than that for the
Fowler wing alone, which was ascribed to the unsatisfac-
tory location and action of the leading-edge slot on the
wing with the Fowler flap. A modified form of slot was
therefore developed and tested with the slat in a number
of different positions, with the Fowler flap both extend-
ed and retracted.
APPARATUS
The tests were made in the N.A.C.A. 7 by i0 foot wind
tunnel, which is described in detail, together with the
balances snd standard test procedure, in reference 3.
Because of the high lift obtained with the special devices
the model was supported by a fine wire at each wing tip
in addition to the usual center support. The tests were
made at an air speed of 80 m.p.h, which corresponds to a
Reynolds Number of 609,000 for the basic wing chord of l0
inches. No corrections were made for tunnel-wall inter-
ference.
The wing model was the same one used in the previous
tests on the Fowler wing, as shown in figure l, but the
nose was cut off to the contour of the Handley Page slot-
ted wing and the slat was located in the position previ-
ously found best for the plain slotted wing (fig. 2). Both
the original investigations (references I and 2) were made
with models having the Clark Y as the basic section, the
chord being l0 inches and the span 60 inches.
TESTS ANDRESULTS
The maximum lift coefficient (based on the original
area of 600 square inches) for the model with both the
Fowler flap and the Handley Page slot in the individually
obtained optimum positions was found to be 3.38, which is
only slightly greater than the value of 3.17 found for
the Fowler wing alone. In order to determine whether the
Fowler flap, set at a different location or angle, would
function more favorably in the presence of the slot, the
tests were repeated with these factors varied throughout
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a small range. The highest value obtained, 3.37, was found
with the same nose location but with the flap deflected
46 ° instead of the original 40 °. It was concluded that the
slot has no substantial influence on the best position of
the Fowler flap, and the final tests on this arrangement
were made with a flap setting of 45 °. It was thought prob-
able, however, that the action of the leading-edge slot
was adversely affected to an appreciable extent by the
presence of the Fowler flap, and a program w_s undort_kon
to improve the slot when operating in conjunction with the
flap. It seemed likely that a bettor slat position could
be found for this condition, and in addition a Jcomparison
of the results of reference 2 with those of reference 4
indicated that an improvement might be expected if the
slat were changed to have a bettor airfoil form. The sec-
tion used in reference 4, later designated iT.A.C.A. _o.
22, was chosen. (The ordinates are given in table I.)
With the slot closed the section of the wing was that
shown in figure 3 and, as this arrang_.len_ _7_.s obviously
not favorable for miniature drsg, the first test made was
a measurement of the drag with the slot closed arid th3
Fowler flap retracted. After the tests h_d shown that the
minimum drag coefficient had incre2sed from 0.0156 to
0.0224, the nose of the main airfoil w_s rounded s.s shown
in figure 4. With this condition the v_lue of the mini-
mum drag coefficient w_s reduced to 0.0182, which was con-
sidered reasonably satisfactory. A complete test of CL,
CD, and c.p. for various ,_ngles of attack was then made
with the wing model as ill lstrated in figure 4. The results
are given in fi&n_re 5.
The model was then given a series of tests to find
the maximum lift coefficients with the Fowler flap extend-
ed and the N.A.C.A. 22 slat held by metal clips in the va-
rious positions shown in figure 6. The trailing edge of
the slat was located at eight different positions, giving
a series of intersecting straight lines forming a conven-
ient basis for a contour chart. The slat was tested at
three different angles for each of the trolling-edge lo-
cations shown. During this survey the angle of the Fowler
flap was varied throughout a sufficient range to enclose
the optimum e_ngle for each trailing-edge location of tU_e
slat. The optimum angle in all cases wss 35 °, giving in-
creases in CLmax of 2 to 4 percent over the CLmax
found for a flap angle of 40 e, the optimum angle l'or the
original Fo_ler 7:ing. The results, _i,_en in figure ?
and table II, show that the hishest value of the maxi_lum
lift coefficient obtained wo_s 3.58 for which the slat
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was in position F, the angle between the chords of slat
and main wing being 40 °.
The center fitting supporting the slat was ma_e rath-
er thick for convenience in permitting adjust_ent of an-
gle and position and it was thought that this fitting
might disturb the flow, particularly near the stall, and
cause a somewhat low value of the maximum lift coefficient.
Another test was therefore made with the slat in the best
position but with tile center fitting replaced by a smaller
thinner one. With the sz_aller fitting the interfere:_ce
with the flow between the slat and the wing at the center
of the span was reduced and the value of the maximum lift
coefficient was raised to 3.32. The characteristics of
the wing in this condition are given in table IV and fig-
ure 9.
After these tests had boon completed it was decided
that the special form of slot which had been developed
was of sufficient interest to warrant another series of
tests to find the best slat position with the Fowler flap
retracted, making the _::odel a plain slotted wing. The
results of these tests are given in fi_ure 8 and table
III. The best position found was with the trailing edge
of the slat at point H and the slat at an angle of 45 °.
With the small center fitting holding the slat in this
position a maximum lift coefficient of 2.08 was obtained.
(See fig. 9 and table IV.)
DISCUSSION
The extended Fowler flap and the leading-edge slat
provide additional area which involves additional compli-
cation and weight. From one viewpoint, if llft-increasing
devices _re to be considered effective they should increase
the actual surface loading, rather than produce lift only
in proportion to the additional _roa. in order to facil-
itate a comparison of the various models on this b_Lsis,
values of the maximum lift coefficients based on the total
extended area are given in the last column of table IV.
Either of the slots alone, it will be noticed, gives a
substantial increase in the surface loading, that for th_
special slot being definitely higher than that for the
conventional type. The Fowler flap _lone gives a further
increase of the same order. The combined Fowler flap and
conventional leading-edge slot give a slightly lower value
than the Fowler wing alone, but the combination with the spe-
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clal slot gives a somewhat higher value. In the latter
case the increase in the maxiz.mm lift coefficient is ac-
companied by a proportional increase in the minimum drag
coefficient, however, and it is somewhat doubtful whether
any possible increase in performance or the decrease in
wing size obtained by adding even the special slot to the
Fowler wing would warrant the increase in complication
and cost.
The unfavorable effect of the high drag on the rate
of climb of an airplane is indicated by the value of L/D
for a llft coefficient of 0.7 given in tLe third column
of table IV.
One interesting feature of the wing having both the
Fowler flap and the special leading-edge slot is the flat
peak of the lift curve as shown in figure 9. The maximum
value of the lift coefficient was obtained at an angle of
attack of 21 ° and the same value maintained up to 250 .
CONCLUSIONS
I. By the addition of s. special retractable leading-
edge slot to the Fowler wing arrangement, the maximum lift
coefficient based on the original area was increased from
3.17 to 3.62 and was accompanied by an increase of _oprox-
imatelF the same relative _qount in the minimum drag coef-
ficient with the devices retracted.
2. By the application of the sa_ne slot arrangement
to a plain Clark Y wing the maximum lift coefficient was
increased from 1.27 to 2.08 with an increase in the mini-
mum drag coefficient from 0.C158 to 0.0182.
3. The special slot, _sed either with or without the
Fowler flap, gave definitely higher values of the naximum
llft coefficient than the slot of conventional form, with
proportionate increases in the values of _]inir_u_1 drag co-
efficient.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National AdvisorF Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Va., April 4, 1933.
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TABLE I
AIRFOIL 0RDI_IATES
(Values in percent of chord)
Station
0
1.25
2.5
5
7.5
i0
15
2O
3O
4O
5O
6O
7O
8O
90
95
I00
L.E.
C1ark Y
Ordinate
upper
3.50
5.45
6.50
7.90
8.85
9.60
10.69
11.36
11,70
Ordinate
lower
3.50
1.93
1.47
.93
.63
.42
.15
.03
0
Ordinate i
upper ,!
I
2.88
5.40
6.48
8.02
9,11
9,96
11.34
12,29
13.35
22
Ordinate
lower
,88
.09
.65
.28
.08
.00
.12
.44
_46
Rad.
II.
I0.
9.
7.
5.
20
I.
@
I.
40
52
15
35
22
80
49
12
5O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13.42
12.50
11.12
9.15
6.68
3.95
2.51
1.13
1.50
3.08
4.78
5.63
5.79
4.68
2.67
1.32
.00
• ,'i i',r¸
H
. .ii
i _
i_ ° /,!
q.
• • °
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TA2LE I
VARIATI01T OF "_ ',ViTIiSLAT A[TCgI:E01l
u,jIilaX
FOULER WING WI2:! Si_ECIAL SLOT
Trailing-e0.2e i?osit_ ons
Slat
an_l e
25 o
27.5 °
3O °
32.5 °
35 °
37.5 °
40 o
42.5 °
45 °
47.5 °
50 °
A
3.490
3.540
4oO
I
i
C
3.445
3._75
3.450
D
3.520
3.540
530
E F G H
3.5_5 5.450
3.570 3.580 3.5£0
3.515 5.580 3.490
I
8.5Go!
I 3. _iS0
i 3.51){?
I
i 3 =so
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TABLE III
VARIATI0iT OF CLmax _IWH SLAT A'._GLE ON
PLAIN WInG Wi_ SPECIAL SLCT
Trailing-ed{_e ooritions
Slat
an {I e
20 °
22.5 °
250
27.5 °
30 o
32.5 °
350
37.5 °
400
42,5 °
45 °
47.5 °
50 °
52.5 °
55 °
57.50
A C
1.922
1.952
1.754
i .850
I .890
1.765
D
1.990
2.0O5 2.000
2 045
1.770}11835
i
I
1.985
2.020
1.975
E F
1.7'50
1.755
1.745
H I J
2.030
2.059 1.975
2.030
1.953 _.040
ii.820
II.99_ !
1,985 I
--,,_
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TABLE IV
SUMHARY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF LIFT
Ii_C_EASIXG DEVICES TESTED
Plain wing
Plain wing with Handley
psge slot
Pl2in wing with special
slot
Fowler wing
FoTl_,r wing with Handley
PaTe slot
Fowler wing with soecial
slot
CLmax
(original
mr ea)
i .27
1.84
2.08
3.17
3.37
3.62
IL/Dat iCDmin
(original CL=0.7 (actual
area) surface
1 area)
0.0156
2.0156
m.o156
.0182
17.5
217.5
14.3
17.5
217.5
14.3
1.27
I.$3
2.21
2.40
_Ba_ed on data with slat and flap retracted.
2Winc profile is assumed perfect with Handley Page slot
closed. This condition is not attained in practice,
which woul_ make the actual drag difference between the
R_ndley P:_ge and special slots less than the above fig-
ures indicate.
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